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When the outside is stil
inside

The inside world of Rüdiger Lainer's Vienna
Urban Entertainment Center

A new kind of entertainment centre has caused

something of a Sensation in the Viennese bor-

ough of Simmering. A spatially diverse world,
apparently complete in itself, seems to have been

set in motion inside a colourfully enticing exterior.

Sheer size, and the way the centre is used,

are a powerful argument for the Separation of

outer envelope and internal structure: the placing
of the levels and of the bodies of the cinema
auditoria creates a pulsating interior in the mall.
It is an ambiguous space: anyone Coming in from
the outside experiences it as an interior, but anyone

Coming out of a cinema or a shop has the

impression of stepping outdoors. Are we looking
at another logical continuation of Modernism

here, as escalators, walkways and the signifi-
cantly sloping undersides of auditoria or cinemas

are used to provide interior effects and new spatial

configurations?

Late autumn and winter is the cinema season.
It's cold, and dark early outside; but in the
auditorium you are protected on all sides, comfort-
able, pleasantly warm, and the action takes you
everywhere without your needing to move a mus-
cle. In this huge, dark - usually midnight blue

nowadays - soundproof box the speetators
become a uniformly directed collective, and the

pictorial sequences allow the screen to open up
a gateway into a Virtual world for them. The actual

interior is sublimated by the events of the film.
The directorial concept antieipates rapidly
changing locations: they are all about editing
technique.

Decades ago, when cinemas consisted only
of one, usually large, auditorium, the zone outside

the entrance and the foyer served to set the
mood for the film event that was to come. People
used to meet long before the film started, to

make sure of grabbing a good seat. Old and current

film posters, photographs of stars, numerous

mirrors, in which stars and Starlets could eye
each other expectantly. The auditorium often had

indirect lighting - which then changed to a highly

promising red and faded away - and suitable
music for the film playing in it, as the doors usually

opened half an hour before the film started,
and the audience had to be entertained. Often

the walls in the cinema were designed by artists,
as in Werner Frey and Roman Clemens's "Studio
4" in Zürich. But stepping out into the reality of

the outside world was a brutal experience. You

staggered into the open air, still overwhelmed by

the end of the film, via corridors and stairs
thrown together from the cheapest possible
materials: business was over, in those days, no

one thought of continuing to exploit the mood

that had been so carefully established.

Today's multiplex cinemas are completely
rationalized businesses with at least a dozen

screens. Other entertainment venues and cater-

ing facilities are arranged to relate directly to
these. Because of the synergy effect. As the mul-

tiplexes are to be found on the outskirts of large
towns or cities, the Operators antieipate a lot of

visitors from the surrounding area. A site near an

Underground Station is also ideal. The recent
extension of Vienna's U3 Underground line from

Ottakring in the west through the city centre to

Simmering in the south-east, where the "Pleasure

Dome" is sited, has made it possible to
reach parts of the city in a few minutes that used

scarcely to relate to each other at ali.

The core round which the new district will

crystallize
Out in Simmering, four former gasholders, four
brick cylinders containing housing, offices and a

mall called "Gasometer" running through all of

them, and the Underground Station ofthe same

name are intended to form the urban core

around which the new district will crystallize. The

urban development plans for the surrounding
derelict industrial areas are complete, or will be

drawn up very soon. An office complex has

already been built in the street running tangential^

to the north of the gasometers, and the
"Urban Entertainment Center", also known as the

Pleasure Dome, connects up with this as well. It

is not a particularly small building, with two street

fagades each consisting of a high glass wall ris-

ing through four storeys. Above this the building
volumes tower up just as high again, staggered
backwards and articulated in a variety of ways.
Even so, the extensive block seems comparative-
ly small, just like a normal six-story town building,

alongside the gasometers, which are over 60

metres high. It contains a continuous parking
deck in the basement, above this a multiplex
cinema with 15 screens in one half, three more parking

decks in the other half - a total of 750 parking

spaces - and above the latter half is a

three-storey mall with shops, bars, restaurants,
cafes, casinos and the entrance to the multiplex
cinema.

The exterior is not a function of the interior
structure
The envelope consists of two sides made up of

differently coloured glass panels, giving the building

more sense of physical presence than if they

were completely transparent. This is true both in

the daytime and at night, the colours alienating
the remaining view into the interior. The fagade
structure and various floor ievels are superim-
posed, and indeed the ground plan shows that on

the fagade facing the gasometers there is an

accessible layer of space connecting with the
street space: it makes it possible to look in and

to look out, but at the same time screens off the

structure behind it and the interior world. The

areas of colour on the glass panels are distrib-
uted abstractly, and this arrangement seems not
to relate to the functions behind them. On the

fagades facing away from the gasometers, all that

appears are the emergency staircases, cascading
diagonally down the whole body of the building.
They make up a staged feature, a functional
structure that has been intensified to the Status

of an ornament that gives the fagade a specific
impact and significance. Thus at the back at least
it is possible to pereeive the building's function
as an event centre catering for large crowds.

There are various ways of getting into the

Pleasure Dome: if you don't take the lift from the

parking decks to the first level of the mall (+3),

you can come into the glass-clad porch via a

ramp that swings out in a sharp curve from the
street outside the rock hall, which is on the bottom

level of the second gasometer. At the corner
there is an additional fold in the envelope, and

the entrance is given additional height by a

recessed section. This kind of distortion on a corner

has appeared in earlier buildings by Rüdiger
Lainer. Here it expresses the Virtual movement

triggered by the access ramp. The curved line of
the ramp distorts the corner and takes the hard-
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ness out of it. It could perhaps have been prob-
lematical to place the entrance on this corner,
but this trick makes it easier. But the arbitrary
distortion refers to the fact that the envelope is

independent of the interior structure. It makes
the edge appear imperfect, alleviating its sharp-
ness; thus penetration at this point, an entrance,
becomes possible in terms of the architectural
structure.

Movement and the play of colour in a compre-
hensive interior world
Once you have got through the glass screen via
the mediating metal frame, you find yourself in

the long high space behind the coloured glass
panels. The access route now rises through this
in the form of a ramp with Steps - there is still the
height of two parking decks to be overcome. The

route runs under a kidney-shaped platform on

stilts that serves as a turning area and intermedi-
ate landing for two batteries of escalators. These
link the upper and lower cinema foyer, into which
visitors are now able to east a first passing
glance. You can make out the side views of the
closed cinema auditoria with their rising under-
sides, thrusting deep into the air-space of the
foyer. The volumes pile up into the heights and

depths of the space like gigantic lumps of rock,
leaving gaps in between like gorges, and these
have Steps and walkways winding through them
at certain points. These give the technicians
access to the projection rooms, and also serve as

emergency exits. The external surfaces of the
bodies are dematerialized, homogenized and neu-
tralized by the use of colour. The shades were
chosen by Viennese "concrete" painter Oskar
Putz. And so after we have been given a preview
of the cinema foyer, as it were, the route leads
further up to the entrance hall of the mall, into
which a broad walkway enclosed in glass leads
from the right, i.e. Coming from the mall in the

gasometers. The whole of one side of this second
main entrance is oecupied by a bridge cafe.

The actual mall consists of three levels one
above the other, into which a three-storey hall
thrusts to a considerable extent, intersected in

several places by connecting walkways and

pierced by staircases. But the large areas eut out
of the floors and ceilings are not placed precisely
above each other, but are staggered. often to a

considerable extent. The ends of the floors, high-
68 lighted in coloured glass, give a sense of poise to

the pulsating spatial structure. as does the dark-

green slate slab floor covering. laid in stnpes of

differing widths to create the appearance of an
effortless expanse. Inside the mall. Rudiger Lainer

deliberately establishes several connections
with the exterior space in the form of small ter-
races affording extensive views of the outside
world. For example, tall panes of glass allow visitors

to look in a northerly direction.

Enjoying space in the cinema city
To get into the cinema centre you have to take
the escalator up to the second level of the mall.
After passing through the catering facilities and

amusement arcades you come to the foyer area,
where monitors offer Information about the current

film programme. Astonishingly enough there
are no film posters: visual communication is

restricted to screens. Several ticket sales coun-
ters and a long bar flank the entrance to the

upper cinema foyer; the public has access to this
area as well, and can use it without tickets. Here
the spatial impression is again dominated by the

massively thrusting volume of the cinema auditoria.

They do not look as though they could possi-
bly be hollow, the radiant, sculptural impression
they make is far too solid. The area around them
is always a gap, and this even applies to the large
envelope. In several places, service walkways run

through these gaps. Thus they are not just left-
over space, but always a kind of interior space
that is rieh in eventful, three-dimensional tension.
In the daytime, light comes into the foyer gorge
from above, but nowhere here is dominated by
the gloom of Piranesi's Carceri etchings. On the

contrary, the prineipal impression is one of sen-
sually enjoyed space and youthful playfulness in

this accumulation of large bodies and the Spaces
that develop between them.

The entrances to the cinemas are in the form
of powerful, tunnel-like corridors veneered in

cherry-wood. Ramps or Steps lead into them.
Rather like the "fingers" that lead people from a

departure lounge to their flight, they are an invi-
tation to come in and take off into the film experience.

The cinema auditoria themselves are mid-
night blue inside. Lamps with blue glass shades,
and visibly mounted loudspeakers are the only
installations other than the reticent-looking
emergency exit lights above the appropriate
doors. As the speetators are not admitted until

shortly before the film begins, nothing special is

needed to fill in the waiting time. The consumer
opportunities in the foyer have already served
this purpose.

At the very back of the gorge aecommodat-
ing the foyer is a slender tower with a staircase
attached, rising vertically through both foyer levels.

The toilets are placed in this slender prismat-
ic body. For the ladies they are always on the
same level as the foyer, the men have to go up to
the mezzanine. Here too there is cherry-wood
veneer on the banisters of the staircases.

To get to the lower foyer, there is a lift, and
also a vigorously thrusting set of escalators, lead-
ing down in the first place to the kidney-shaped
platform in front of the coloured glass wall. From

this viewmg-point above the access ramp you can
look into and out of the complex, and form a general

impression of it, leaving the interior world of
the foyer gorge for these few moments. The near-
by gasometers can be seen through the coloured
glass wall, and at night exterior lighting, reflec-
tions and interior lighting create a disturbing mix-
ture of inside and outside. Another escalator
leads down into the foyer. Front stage and back-

stage come together here: spatially there is only
a Single outside or "front" here, and that is the

foyer gorge. The cinemas empty into the foyer
again, you are not spat out into a back yard or a

side alley, but once more embraced by the large
surrounding space with its multiplicity of forms. It

is possible to spend whole afternoons and

evenings in the Pleasure Dome in this way: have a

drink before going to the film, have something to

eat afterwards, perhaps add on a game of bil-
iards or another film, and so on and so forth. It is

obvious that the idea is to keep visitors inside for
as long as possible. The commercial hardness of
the interior world is different from that of the
surrounding derelict industrial land. It is not
prepared to have any truck with the currently biting
wind blowing ofthe Simmeringer Haide, and rain
is completely out of the guestion. The gasometer
residents do not need to dip even a toe into the
wet. Of course there is a hard-nosed commercial

concept behind all this, and the sums were done

over and over again while the project was under
construction. But the architectural concept
produces so much joie de vivre and pleasure taken
from the space that people are happy to pay their
cinema entrance money in these spatial gorges
and to do without spending time in the bowels of
a medioere cinema centre.

There are two clear stations among architect
Rüdiger Lainer's other work on the way that led

to this building (see: Zschokke; Rüdiger Lainer,
Basel 1999). From 1997 he worked on the design
for the "Cineplexx City" near the railway Station
in Salzburg; Cineplexx City was sited dose to a

listed industrial building by Hubert Gessner that
has been converted into a Shopping centre. After
some delays, it was completed at almost the

same time as the Pleasure Dome, which was
started in 1998. The principle ofthe large envelope

with the cinemas piled one on top of the
other and the access Systems suspended freely
in the space was formulated for the first time, but
because of the nature of the material - granulat-
ed concrete - are a more powerful presence than

they are in Vienna, where colour activates the

spaces in between more strongly, and the
dematerialized bodies seem lighter and more reticent.
The architect used the principle of the ramp flow-
ing freely in space and ofthe autonomous bodies
for short audiovisual programmes especially play-
fully forthe Styrian Regional Exhibition in Bad

Radkersburg in 1998 (on the theme of youth
cultures). And when building the Absberggasse
secondary school in the Favoriten district of Vienna,

completed in 1994, Lainer showed his particular
talent for offering young people spaces for living,
learning and gaining experience without illusions
but with a great deal of empathy, and making
these spaces into attractive buildings.

Given this experience, Lainer has successful-
ly created an Urban Entertainment Center in

Vienna that is subject to the same commercial
calculations as other temples of consumerism,
but is formulated and thought through architecturally

to a much higher level of guality. Why not
let the Vienna Film Museum use two of the
screens and pick up the young people in a place
they like spending time in?
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Bettina Köhler (pages 30-35)
English translation: Michael Robinson

Cooling shade, sublime
shudders. Approaches to
the subterranean

Looking back via Boullee at how the subterranean

was dealt with

In 1793, Etienne Louis Boullee conceived a

rotunda that was later identified as the "Temple
of Reason". This temple with a sunken, subterranean

grotto-valley is usually seen as an ideal

expression of revolutionary cults. Instead, this
review of subterranean portico and grotto treatment

attempts to demonstrate that Boullee's
temple design is a consistent realization of an

aesthetic that was trying to do nothing less than

stage the sublime "naturally". This look back
at the history of the architectural treatment of
interiors with little or no light explores how
shadows and gloom were cultivated in the days
before artificial lighting.

Etienne Louis Boullee devised a special form of

necropolis architecture, and this was also used in

a temple that was probably intended for nature
worship. He called it "architecture ensevelie"
(buried architecture), and saw it as part of the
"architecture des ombres" (architecture ofthe
shadows) that he claimed to have invented.' This

architecture, designed like al! his projects in the
form of simple Stereometrie bodies, was intended
to convey a sense of transience and death at a

first glance, being partially buried in the ground.
The image of sunken architecture is deployed
with particular consistency in the interior of the
round temple, which was probably planned in

1793. The floor of this temple is transformed into
"nature": the view into the depths of craggy grot-
toes, with a statue of "Artemis Ephesia" in the
middle, was supposed to induce sublime shudders

in the viewer, and to convey ideas of infinity
and also of the durability of moral virtues.

Klaus Lankheit rediscovered this project, and

was in absolutely no doubt that the round temple
with its grotto valley and the statue of Artemis

70 Ephesia, a many-breasted personification of
nature, was to be classified as one of the Revolu-
tion's attempts to establish a eult.2 It is of course
true that in 1793/94, Christian worship was
replaced for a brief period by a eult of Republican
virtues like freedom and equality. Homage was
paid to reason, which was venerated as the
daughter of nature, and "holy" mountains were
erected to honour it it in the naves of churches.3
So Lankheit feels that Boullee must have planned
his design as a building that was to serve the
"Culte de la Raison et de la Nature", in the spirit
of the revolutionary ideology of those years.

This "architecture ensevelie", which staged
the transition from the surface to Underground

areas quite magnificently, is definitely a late 18th

Century invention and thus at the same time part
of a historical phase that was revolutionary in

every respect. But we cannot be certain here that
Boullee's design actually had anything to do with
the eult notions of those years. And so the following

retrospective account is intended to interpret
this project as a logical continuation of a long
tradition of handling Underground places and the

ways in which they were reached. It was an

approach supported by ideological, religious and

artistic convictions, seeking and finding certain
things in the depths of the earth: the luxury of

refreshing coolness, peace for leisure and

contemplation, shades of revelling in fear, and sublime

shudders.

The luxury of refreshing coolness: the cryptopor-
ticus
Villa architecture of Antiquity, especially in the
Late Roman period, had already made good use
of the cooling qualities of the earth.4 A long
gallery, half or completely sunk in the earth, the
so-called cryptoporticus, offered residents a

pleasantly temperate climate in summer. As

creating a cryptoporticus needed space and elabo-
rate earthworks, often terracing, it always
suggested an element of luxury in a residential
building. The only contact with the surface world
was the apertures that provided light - usually
fitted into the topmost point of the vaults. These

provided the necessary brightness, but were kept
small to ensure that the gallery stayed cool. Niches

and corridors outside the cryptoporticus, and

narrow entrances, also helped to keep the
temperature pleasantly uniform in the summer
months. The floors, walls and ceilings were clad
in costly stones, mosaics and paintings, thus

demonstrating that the porticoes were part of the

living aecommodation in the villas.

Contemplation in the shade: art-nature in the

grottoes
The grotto, like the cryptoporticus, also featured
in ancient villas and imperial palaces, but was
treated differently, in that the transition from the
surface to the Underground area, from art to
nature, from brightness to shadows for mytholog-
ical statues or paintings, was emphasized in the
case ofthe grotto. Landscape architecture had

kept the grotto alive in a whole variety of ways
since the 16,h Century. It could play the part of a

pictorial space that was simply there to be looked

at, and could function equally well as a summer
dining-room. In Italy, grottoes were usually incor-
porated into a side building or dug into the riser
walls as part of the garden terraces. In France,
on the other hand, free-standing pavilions were
preferred. or artificial grotto mounds were
constructed. But in any case the grottoes in 16th and
17lh Century garden art were usually artificially
created subterranean locations above the
surface. The exterior of the building aroused curiosi-
ty by superimposing architectural and pseudonatural

structures. In the interior, artificial rough
surfaces in tuff, pumice and Shells, or cave walls

that had been left in their natural State, alternat-
ed with cladding created from expensive stones
like marble, and pictorial works in the form of
mosaics and frescoes. Mirror-glass and mother
of pearl were also used, to create a disturbing
interplay of light within the space. And finally,
hydraulically driven machines provided the very
populär "water games".5 Grottoes did not just
satisfy a desire for magnificent demonstrations of
luxurious excess. They offered, as for example in

the Grotta Grande in the Boboli Gardens, a walk

through a sequence of space inspired by the

imaginative world of Neoplatonism.6 The transition

from material to form, from sensual to spiri-
tual love, from the fragment to the idea of the

whole, is represented sensually and vividly in the

sculptural programme and in the way in which
the space is furnished.

Shades of revelling in fear, sublime trembling:
grottoes in the landscape garden
People were looking for surprise and amazement
in these grottoes, just as much as they sought
contemplation in seclusion, but really such
experiences are a long way away from the prineipal
effect that the grottoes were intended to make in

the 18tn Century. Polemically abbreviated, we
could put it like this: for all their heterogeneous
quality, the 16th and 17rh Century grottoes were
supposed to be beautiful. But the grottoes in the
late 18lh Century landscape gardens were not

supposed to be "beautiful" as much as "sublime".
Edmund Burke captured the differences between
the beautiful and the sublime as follows in his

essay on "The Sublime and the Beautiful" in

1757: "Sublime objects are vast in their dimensions;

beautiful ones comparatively small; beauty
should be smooth, and polished; the great
rugged and negligent; beauty should shun the

right line, yet deviate from it insensibly; the great
in many cases loves the right line and when it

deviates it often makes a strong deviation; beauty
should not be obscure; the great ought to be dark
and gloomy; beauty should be light and delicate;
the great ought to be solid and even massive.'"
The qualities of the sublime are those qualities of
natural phenomena that engender fear. One of
the things that David Hume, in his "Treatise of
Human Nature" in 1739, also clung on to is the

example of how we pereeive nature: "A wide

piain, the ocean, eternity, a succession of several

ages; all these are entertaining objects and excel

every thing, however beautiful, which aecompa-
nies not its beauty with a suitable greatness."8
The perception of something that surpasses our
own existence to an extent that cannot be

grasped creates a space that is imbued with
passion. And, Hume goes on to say, if an object is

placed a considerable distance away, then admi-
ration of that distance is transferred to the object
itself: "But as fancy passes easily from one idea

to another related to it [ ] the admiration, which
is directed to the distance, naturally diffuses
itself over the distant ibject."' And so it is a

fundamental principle that pleasure taken in consid-
ering and imagininq fear mstilled by overwhelm-
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ing experience of nature can take place only at a

safe distance. This aestheticization of the experience

of nature was realized in the English
landscape garden: it was precisely the contrast
between pleasant gardens laid out in a way that
was dose to nature and the natural, cave-like

grotto architecture with its darkness, size and

roughness that was supposed to permit a pas-
sionate exploration of the experiences of one's
own soul.10 "Terrible scenery" with "overhanging
rocks, dark caves and rushing waterfalls" was

part of the programme of a garden at the latest
from William Chambers's "Dissertation on Orien-
tal Gardening" of 1772." Now one really did have

to climb down below ground level and there,

according to Chambers, it was possible not only
to be surprised by "figures of dragons, hellish
furies and perpetual fire", but also by "electric
shocks, artificial bursts of rain, sudden gusts of
wind".12 If you went down into the so-called Pros-

perpina Grotto in the famous Hermitage of

Ariesheim, which opened in 1785, then the view
of an altar in the ancient style was supposed to
tili you with a sense of terror, as the eult site was
surrounded by artificial monsters, a dragon and a

crocodile, and a view of Proserpina carrying a

torch could be glimpsed through chinks in the
rock.

"Mettre la nature en ceuvre". Temples ofthe Sublime

Let us return to Etienne Louis Boullee. It is in his

projects that the approaches to the subterranean
that have been sketched out here come together,
and in a certain way form the high and end points
of an artistic analysis of the sublime. Boullee
takes up the aesthetic theory of the sublime

directly when he states that there quite simply
cannot be anything more splendid than conveying

experiences in architecture that come dose
to the experience of seeing nothing "au milieu
des mers" except "le ciel et l'eau". Or, Boullee

suggests, one should imagine oneself flying in

the "areostat" and exposed to the extraordinary
spectacle of an "espace inconcevable".'3 And the
fact that conversely the path into the bowels of
the earth, into the shadows of the caves and

grottoes, can itself convey comparable mystical
shudders, is confirmed by so-called "architecture
ensevelie". The trick of burying architecture
partially in the earth demonstrates what Boullee held

to be the highest aim of architecture: "putting
nature into the work" (in the sense of making
nature part of the architecture). As a "metteur en

ceuvre de la nature" the architect becomes the
inventor of a sublime architecture.'4 But in Boullee's

opinion, this building form is appropriate
only for particular tasks in the field, like monu-
ments for the dead, for example.'5 For how can
the process of temporality be more clearly indi-
cated than with this image presented by ruins:
"laissant presumer au speetateur que la terre lui

derobe une partie"." But the use of light moods
will also become more varied with sinking
architecture. To this extent "architecture ensevelie"
fits in with one of Boullee's most urgent interests,

developing character and moods from spaces
made up of light and shade: "Artiste [... ]

descends dans les tombeaux pour y tracer les

idees ä la lueur päle mourante des lampes sepul-
crales.'"7

Boullee is also of the opinion that it must be

possible in church building "de mettre la nature
en ceuvre en introduisant la lumiere dans le temple

de maniere que [... ] eile devint susceptible
d'effets eclatants, mysterieux, doux ou sombres

en un mot propre ä faire naTtre en nous des senti-
ments analogues ä nos ceremonies religieuses et

qu'exige le culte de l'Etre Supreme."'8 At the

beginning of this essay we looked at a design for
a temple rotunda dating from approx. 1793. In the

light of everything that has been said, we should
also look at Boullee's grotto architecture for a

Calvary Chapel in the church of St. Roch." This

raises the question of whether we really have to

see this temple design as a revolutionary eult

building. Was this gigantic rotunda intended to

celebrate the "Culte de la Raison et de la

Nature", in harmony with the ideas ofthe French

Revolution at the height of the Terreur?20 Boullee
has constantly pointed out that the highest effect
that can be achieved by architecture is the
experience of the sublime. In the depths of his temple,
Boullee revived the ancient idea of the grotto as

the home of the gods, and topped the artificial

grotto valley of the gigantic Single room with the
dorne, a lucid product of geometry, as an image
of the heavens. This is a space intended to be

dominated by twilight, with a statue of Artemis

Ephesia at its centre, an embodiment of nature at

an enormous distance from the viewer, triggering
shudders of sublime emotion.

But everything we know about the celebra-
tions in Paris in 1793, where the figure of

freedom, this daughter of nature, aeeepted the

homage of the people," suggests that sublime
shudders were not intended to play any part in

the solemnities. Clarity of communication,
transparency in conveying the content of the new

"beliefs", also determined the ideas ofthe
Decade Temples, central to which was the worship

of "natural, pure reason".22 These were temples

in which the tablets of the law and the alle-

gories of the virtues demanded reading and

Observation, and in which all processes were
intended to be clearly intelligible, which meant
that they had to be evenly lit. The victorious project

for a "Temple de l'Egalite" by Durand and

Thibault for the year II (1794) published by Werner

Szambien, presents an appropriately shadow-
free interior, didactically furnished with pictorial
panels and sculptures.23

The required rejeetion of aesthetic representation

of the "mysteries" of faithwould21 have

destroyed the very core of a project like
Boullee's. What mattered here was not whether a

cross or a statue of Artemis was set up. What

mattered was the nature of the Staging in the

mysteriously shaded grotto valley, a sublime mys-

tery play that cannot have chimed with the revo-
lutionaries' ideas. So Boullee's bold design for a

grotto temple should be seen as the end of a long

tradition of handling the subterranean. The adjee-
tive "revolutionary" applies only in the sense that
here we are confronted with consistent
implementation of an architectural idea that puts
nature into the work most effectively.
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